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Abstract
The Far-reaching usage of the standard called as “IEEE 802.11” has been acting as a solution to support dynamic network coverage with high bandwidth raised several security threats. The wide use of the Wi-Fi(Wireless Fidelity) has enabled us to easily access the internet and it has also paved way for the origin of many hacking attacks. So, in this paper we introduce a new approach for identifying and blacklisting an intruder in the discovery and authentication phase. An anomaly detection and prevention rules are constructed in SNORT(an intrusion prevention system) to prevent stealthy WPS and WPA related attacks. Our analysis focuses on a set of parameter variations caused by the incoming and the outgoing packets. The detection method uses monitoring the router from REAVER tool and the prevention rules relies on the incongruity pattern of the attacks. The results are generated and it is used to precisely pinpoint each intrusion attempts and attack patterns.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Encryption such as WPA(Wireless protected access) and WPS (Wi-Fi protected security) play an vital role in securing the access points from malicious users. In fact, they have been prominent in securing privacy of every user. But these encryptions are usually cracked by stealthy dictionary attacks and hybrid dictionary attacks. The hybrid dictionary attack involves the capturing of the packet as a “.pcap” file and run it against an database containing trillion wordlist in it. The cracking process is hastened by specifying keywords to attack against the encryption. These keywords are usually obtained from the victim’s social media information and location details.

Now, we know that these encryptions can be compromised by the attackers. So, inorder to prevent such attacks from happening, a honeypot should be employed to monitor the router all times. This solution aims to blacklist the users who try to intrude with maximum login attempts and delay in the time interval of the logins. However, these solutions fail to identify the wrapper based attacks which involves spoofing of the TCP and IP packets. Route-injection attacks also causes a major threat by diverting the traffic to router stealing confidential data and session id leading to cross site scripting attacks. This methodology also deals with identifying the number of pin attempts in WPS and packet sniffing of IP packet in the network.

In our proposed methodology, we aim to identify and block an intruder at discovery and authentication level. First , we use the Reaver tool monitoring for analyzing the beacons, data transfer rate per second , packets lost and frames sent and we create a dataset . And we create another data set by simulating an attack in the router . The attacks which we use are WPS
attack and stealthy dictionary attack and wrapper attacks. Then, we created the anomaly detection and prevention rules in snort, based on the above five parameters. These parameters have more efficiency in identifying the intruder. Also our methodology aims to reducing the router intrusion done by rogue hackers who uses long range Wi-Fi antennas to initiate the hack. As they use long range Wi-Fi antennas, the change in the incoming and outgoing of beacon frame pave way for blacklisting the attackers. Thus, this method differs entirely from the usual prevention method. Why this method is introduced ?. Inorder to reduce the major information espionage, a major number of routers which are under attack should be monitored continuously. These routers which underwent an successful attack led to the creation of zombie systems, which are used by hackers to commit major crimes. With the use of our methodology, we can create a solid preclusion for such attacks in the near future.

The paper is organized as follows,
In section 2, we do a literature survey of already existing intrusion prevention method that is used for the WPS and WPA vulnerability problem. In section 3, we have included brief definitions about the concepts used in the paper.
In section 4, we explained our methodology and its application for preventing the router intrusion.
Section 5 consists of the experimental results and in section 6 we conclude our work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Intrusion detection using multiscale traffic analysis
One effective Intrusion detection already introduced in [1] solves this problem by using real-time monitoring based on anomaly detection. This method proposed continuously monitors the router traffic and uses anomaly detection methodology to identify the pattern of WPS attacks. It also identifies the delay in pin attempts in WPS and recurring delay in authentication. With the help of these patterns, it was able to identify the malicious users. In this paper, we have introduced a new Rule-Based Monitoring with support of anomaly detection. Our aim is to improve the efficiency of the router intrusion.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS
B. Beacon Frame
Beacon Frame acts as an vital part in discovery phase of the access points. Beacon frames consist of an Ethernet header, body and FCS. Beacon frames had been transmitted by the Access Point from the router in an infrastructure Basic service set. In IBSS network beacon generation is distributed among the stations.

The fields of the beacon frame includes timestamp, beacon interval, capability information, SSID, Frequency hopping Parameter set(FH),Direct Sequence Parameter Set(DS),Contention-Free Parameter Set(CF) ,IBSS parameter set, and Traffic Indication Map(TIM).

Beacons have an defined interval of 100ms. An they are usually sent with an CSMA/CA algorithm. However, stations are able to compensate for this difference by inspecting the timestamp in the beacon frame when it has been finally sent.

C. SNORT (IDS/IPS)
Snort is an Intrusion Detection System(IDS) also called as an Burglar alarm of computer networks and is an important part of network perimeter security. Without an IDS, it is impossible to keep track of who entering our entering our network with malicious intention. There are two types of IDS’s Host based and Network based . Snort is an Network based IDS which can be used to monitor the network traffic for any suspicious activity.. The program can also be used to detect probes or attacks, including, but not limited to, operating system fingerprinting attempts, common gateway interface, buffer overflows, server message block probes, and stealth port scans. Snort can be configured in three main modes: sniffer, packet logger, and network intrusion detection. In sniffer mode, the program will read network packets and display them on the console. In packet logger mode, the program will log packets to the disk. In intrusion detection mode, the program will monitor network traffic and analyze it against a rule set defined by the user. The program will then perform a specific action based on what has been identified. The rules and attack pattern signatures can be feed into snort to avoid the
dangerous possible attacks. Snort works on rules which can be user-defined.

**D. REAVER**

A Reaver is a robust and practical attack tool that has been included in kali linux(OS). This tool can be used to brute force the WPS pin and it can also be used to monitor the router for its data transmission of the incoming and the outgoing packets. Reaver has been tested against an wide variety of access points and has been used to exploit the WPS vulnerability many times in the past.

**E. Anomaly Based Intrusion Detection System**

The Anomaly Based Intrusion Detection System is useful for identifying both network and the computer intrusions. It can be used to check the real time network traffic as whether it is normal or anomalous. The classification done by this is usually based on Heuristics or Rules, rather than patterns or signatures because the patterns and the signatures can be tamper and manipulated. It has been used in the applications of neural networks for greater use.

**IV. METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION**

**Algorithm And Problem Solving Approach**

- Capture the packets between the router and the attacker machine.
- Analyze the logs with graphic model and create rules for detecting attack using SNORT for detection.
- For prevention, create additional rules for Blacklisting the IP based on delay in login attempts and beacon count and change in channels.
- After blacklisting the IP, the attack can be prevented.

This can be implemented in an virtual environment to further understand how NAT (Network Address Translation) and Port Address Translation (PAT) behaves based on the Network attacks in the router.

**Fig1. This figure represents the Working of our mechanism**

**Separating Sub-Flows**

As mentioned in the above flow chart representation, the separating sub flows involves the creation of rules in the snort, that can be used to identify and prevent the attacks. The step-by-step procedure of the methodology is explained below.

**Data Capturing Methodology**

The data capturing has been done in an virtual environment but the actual data is took from a real router. In the Virtual machine, the Reaver tool is turned on in the monitoring mode and an external usb wi-fi adapter is connected on the system to monitor the router from the virtual machine. The Reaver mode would look like this.

**Comparative Analysis of parameter change Before and After attack With Graphical Model**

This Comparative Analysis clearly shows the discovery phase changes in the network. The
Below graphical model is created based on the WPA attacks

Fig 2. This figure represents the idle network with respect to time

Fig 3. This Figure represents the Network under attack with respect to time

There are some additional experimental results we collected which is based on the channel variation, in which the attacker changes channel frequently to initiate the attack on the router.

Fig 4. It represents idle Network w.r.t channel.

Fig 5. It represents the Network Under attack w.r.to Channel

Rule Creation Based on the Parameter Analysis

Based on the above analysis several rules were created to prevent the WPS attacks. The following rules were created to detect the WPS attacks. This can be seen in the following representation.

The above two images clearly explains the rules created based on the comparative analysis. The comparative analysis is based on both time and channel, but the time series plays a vital role in pinpointing the users attempt to attack the router or the network.

Blacklisting the Identified Users

We have created some additional rules to support the snort to blacklist an user from the network. These rules just check for the malicious users and fetch their IP from the IP tables and
flush their IP’s to the firewall rules through which they can be blacklisted from the network. The rules can be shown as follows:

These Rules run in background to enhance the efficiency of snort.

V. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
The attack simulation was performed on a ROUTER with WPS-Enabled and Encryption set to WPA. This experiment was done in an non-IP spoofed environment. We have conducted a series of different hacking attacks such as stealthy WPS attack with delay of pin tries through Reaver tool, hybrid dictionary attack with wordlist updated into the database, and we also did normal hydra brute force attack.

For our experiment, we created specific rules to blacklist the IP’s from the analysis done on the changes in parameters. The results can be found in the log file, as we see the blocked IP’s:

From the above result, our mechanism successfully blocked the malicious users from the network.

VI. CONCLUSION
Intrusion Preclusion is one of the many greatest challenges in the field of network Security. While problems like brute forcing of WPS pins and malicious activity in the network are being solved and the other type of attacks like stealthy dictionary attacks and hybrid attacks are doing their damages as we speak. Intrusion preclusion using signatures and anomaly patterns are the emerging defense mechanisms to prevent these types of attacks. There is never a permanent solution to any problem but with further research in intrusion preclusion, it will be possible to build a secure network environment.

Future works on this paper include using this same technique in IoT (internet of things) to prevent the WPS attacks between the Wi-Fi and its sensors. Further research in this area will bring great prospects for the blooming of IoT security. Another usage of this mechanism can be used to prevent the hacking attacks through ToR network.
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